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Ritual Music 
Chicago dance company Raizel Performances and wos premiered in 
collaboration with that group in the spring of 2005. As the title 
suggests, the numbers two and four are used to bring order to the 
primeval timbres and violent counterpoint of the piece. The pitches in 
the marir;nba, the rhythmic motifs and the structure of the phrases 
were all i determined numerically. As such, a friction is created 
between ;the mechanical simplicity of the structural elements and the· 
abandon with which the instruments shout, shriek, groan and wail. The 
ritual is tightly controlled with respect to its numeric foundations, it 
is also an incantation of things far more frantic and powerful. Thus the 
piece can act as a sort of 11 overture 11 for percussion. 
Ritual Music can be heard on the Third Coast Percussion Quartet's 
debut recording, which is titled after this piece. 
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Ta-ing and Clapping is a method of teaching rhythms wherein all 
beats are accounted for, resulting in a fully-rendered moto perpetuo 
that only implies empty spaces naturally found in a rhythmic pattern. 
In Ta & Clap, scored for percussion quartet, I wrote dense marimba 
music and then subjected this music to several processes of 
subtraction, resulting in a rhythmic cycle that is sometimes presented 
in its entirety, sometimes filled with holes, and sometimes completely 
rendered out such that there are no holes at all. Although there is a lot 
of m6tn at work, Ta & Clap is meant to be fun to play and challenging 
to learn. It is scored for 2 marimbas and any number of assorted 
percwssion instruments at the discretion of the performers. Ta & Clap is 
dedicated to Line C-3 (comprising Chris Thompson, Haruka, 
Ostrowski, and Sam Solomon), with gratitude for th 
good rhythmic sportsmanship. 
The Oregon Variations was commissioned by m 
Dowd, who directs the percussion program 
Oregon. It was intended to be a companion 
composed around ten years ago entitled "Quartz Ci 
soloist and percussion quintet. In the Oregon Variati ,)< >> 
and vibraphone switch places and I use a lot more . .. ... ming(::·Jh$i'''i 
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rhythmic feel of the piece is inspired by Renaissance atjq)lti?fa\m· " 
but with lots of mixed meters. The rhythmic themes and YAfi~ 
those themes are juxtaposed with very slow colorful passq~~~ 
act as bridges between the various sections. The harmonic:hJqf 
derived from two different chorales that appear in tha;:.X:::. 
Sometimes the marimba soloist is a true soloist, but often it is siri\i~' 
most complicated part in a percussion sextet. , 
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